
Friday January 1 2021 8am show - august 13, 2014, Christian kopff  - pollution of a 
Colorado river, privacy rights in 2020 

Friday January 1 2020 – 830 – dr Robert heineman -  Joe Biden’s executive orders will overturn 
some Trump policy, section 230 repeal might not go anywhere, Mitch McConnell is hurting 
Georgia candidates who are GOP, because McConnell is stalling on the stimulus checks, 
Heineman discusses the politics of the upcoming Georgia runoff, Congress meets Sunday.

January 4, 2021 – Eric Griffith

Popular PCMag.com writer Eric Griffith talks about his recent articles in PCMag.com, topics 
include new movies, GPS trackers for dogs, bad web design stresses people out, what are 
subscription boxes, 5G,  Eric explains what cord cutters are and lists some great gifts for cord 
cutters.

January 5, 2021, Jim DeEugenio

DeEugenio talks about the letter he wrote to the main stream media, saying that the MSM are 
distorting President Kennedy’s civil rights record by claiming that JFK didn’t really care, only 
paid lip service and did not get moving on this issue until 1963.  DeEugenio says Kennedy 
worked from his first day in office and throughout his three years in office, to get things done for 
civil rights. 

January 5, 2021, Dr Gary Ostrower

The longtime Alfred University history professor discusses the recent phone call made by 
President Trump to the Georgia Secretary of State, election fraud, and Ostrower’s thoughts on 
why Trump should not contest the election results.  Ostrower also talks about how the House and 
Senate will meet tomorrow to approve the electoral college vote.  Ostrower says the 140 trump 
supporters in the House and 13 Trump supporters in the Senate, won’t be able to overturn the 
election results.  This day in history, Henry VIII could not get an annulment from the Pope and 
this led to the Protestant Reformation.

January 6, 2021, Alfred State History Professor Dr Nick Waddy

Waddy predicts that though there will be much pushback from many Republican members of the 
House, and some from the Senate, the elections results won’t be reversed.  House Speaker Pelosi 
is back, AOC wants to run against Senator Schumer, this day in history – George W Bush’s 
election is certified, Vietnam War anniversary in 1971 of Mai Lai charges being dropped, the 
popularity of Vietnam War vs WWII, WWII was popular with the media and Vietnam was not, 
Waddy talks about soldiers who were harassed when they arrived back in the U.S.



January 7, 2021, State Senator Tom O’Mara

The NYS National Guard is going to Washington DC, O’Mara says the governor is probably 
doing that without being asked, stabbing incident at a park near the state capital in Albany – 
O’Mara had not seen that story yet, O’Mara hopes that Steuben County won’t be put in an 
orange or red zone, O’Mara says the governor is not getting vaccines out fast enough,.

January 8, 2021, Alfred University Political Science Professor Emeritus Dr Robert 
Heineman

Heineman talks about the riots in Washington that happened on Wednesday, January 6, says that 
Gillibrand, Schumer and Pelosi want to remove Trump from the White House before  Trump 
leaves office, Heineman says Senate GOP Leader Mitch McConnell ruined the runoff results for 
the Republican candidates because McConnell would not take up the stimulus vote, Heineman 
predicts that Trump will start a 3rd Party and possibly run again, Trump was not nice to VP Mike 
Pence at the end.

January 11, 2021, Assemblyman Phil Palmesano

Palmesano says there was a hearing with state health commissioner mort zucker last week about 
the vaccine rollout, Palmesano says the governor needs to be less strict about threatening fines, 
Palmesano says the governor is calling the shots – not Mort Zucker, the governor is going to talk 
about legalizing marijuana in the state of the state speech, Steuben County Democrats are not left 
wingers like the Dems are in NYC and Albany, the rich are leaving the state, and the AOC wing 
of the NYS Democrats are running Democrat opponents to primary State Assembly Dems, to get 
total left wing control of the assembly.

January 12, 2021, Dr Gary Ostrower

Ostrower says the incidents that happened on January 6th at the US Capital, was as big as certain 
historical civil war events, Congressman Tom Reed is calling for Censuring the president over 
the January 6th US Capital event, Reed’s political future minus Trump, the governor’s seven 
goals outlined in yesterdays state of the state speech, governor Christie’s point about insurrection 
demands that Trump be impeached.   

January 13, 2021, Hornell Mayor John Buckley

The mayor is very critical of governor Cuomo, for with holding AIM funding to municipalities, 
Buckley says it was unnecessary to with hold funding and that the New York Conference of 
Mayors feels the same way that he does, Congressman Tom Reed is in a no-win situation 
because the country is so politically divided, so if Reed gets the censuring of Trump passed, 



Trump supporters will be angry and Trump critics won’t like it if Reed doesn’t support 
impeachment, the left won’t like it.

January 14, 2021, U.S. Attorney James P Kennedy 

Kennedy talks about his recent statement, saying that he was not going to be pressured into 
rushing arrests of the riots at the U.S. capital, Kennedy explains what crimes are handled by the 
federal prosecutors, and lists off some local cases he’s handled, talks about the process of 
investigating cases where threats are made against politicians, and the process of investigating 
the rioters in Washington last week (fb video, tips from the public) covid fraud cases, such as 
fraudulent ppe sales, and fraudulent payroll protection, increase in drug crime cases and other 
cases since covid arose.

January 15, 2021, Dr Robert Heinaman

Dr heineman discusses the constitutional and political implications of having a second 
impeachment, on both Trump and the GOP Party, the left wing now dictates what you can and 
cannot say about the election, etc., big tech is as powerful as tv news anchors in the 50’s 60’s and 
70s, Cuomo is doing the four state of the states to get good publicity after the bad press Cuomo 
got from nursing home deaths, which is the same reason Heineman says – that Cuomo did not 
take a Washington job with Biden.

January 18, 2021, State Senator George Borrello

Borrello talks about how he was at Saturday night’s Buffalo Bills game, says the state of the state 
speech last week was overdone, Borrello says the governor says the state cannot survive another 
lockdown which Borrello agrees with, the vaccine distribution blame game where Washington 
and Albany have been blaming each other for reportedly not getting the vaccine out fast enough, 
the nourish new York program that Senator Borrello wants to make permanent, related to the 
food bank programs, the national guard goes to DC and Reed for Governor – Borrello says Reed 
could do the job well.

January 19, 2021, Alfred University History Professor Gary Ostrower

Ostrower says that history will not be kind to President Donald Trump, the covid problem will 
not disappear just because Biden becomes president, Biden comes into office the same way that 
Trump did four years ago – with the “you stole the election” cloud over his head, Ostrower says 
Biden will have to deal with the calls from both the left and the right to make decisions about big 
tech and big tech’s right  to edit/censor, Ostrower quotes Senator Ben Sasse who says the GOP 



needs to drop Qanon and rebuild itself, this day in history 1977 Tokyo Rose was pardoned by 
President Ford, 1966 Indirha Ghandi becomes prime minister and is killed by her own party in 
1984, much like Anwar Sadat was killed by his own people, and the Germans first bombing of 
England was on this day in 1915. 

January 20, 2021, Alfred State History Professor Dr Nick Waddy

The capital riots (Waddy condemns the riots) Waddy thinks the future of the GOP is good, big 
tech is not allowing the conservatives any room online, and conservatives need to move to other 
platforms, this day in history: the end of the Iranian hostage crisis, Jimmy Carter calls for 
boycotting the olymics in the USSR, the nazi’s planned the final solution, the opium wars 
between England and China, term limits for presidents end after Roosevelt, other inauguration 
history facts.
  
  

January 21, 2021, Shawn Hogan

Hogan praised the Biden Inauguration, talked about the speeches, Shawn talks about the 
longtime relationship between Biden and Schumer in the Senate, Hogan says there will be big 
support from both parties for the $2,000 stimulus checks, vaccine availability – Shawn explains 
the process of getting a vaccine, explains where you can get the vaccines, in the region.  Hogan 
wraps up by saying that the covid problem should have been handled nationally from 
Washington, not by the states individually.

January 22, 2021, Hornell School Superintendent Jeremy Palotti 

Palotti talks about the upcoming sale of the Hornell Bryant School, explains what school 
buildings are used for what grades/classes, what the plans are for future semesters, what sports 
are being played right now and the possible return of fall sports this spring (fall sport were 
delayed because of covid) 

January 22, 2021, Dr Bob Heineman

Impeaching Trump twice, Chief Justice Roberts probably doesn’t want the case to happen, the 
establishment is teaching Trump a lesson (don’t come back to Washington) Reed might  lose his 
congressional seat, the legislative map is going to be redrawn in NYS by the Assembly Dems.

January 25, 2021, Steuben Co Manager Jack Wheeler

The return of high school sports, how the county health dept will have to work things out to 
allow or not allow sports in local schools, local covid numbers and trends, the vaccine rollout 
and how the county needs more vaccines, the great job that the county health dept and sheriff’s 
dept have done in dealing with the pandemic, and what the quarantine checks that the sheriff’s 
dept have done are like.



January 26, 2021, Alfred University History Professor Gary Ostrower

The second impeachment of Donald Trump after Trump leaves office, the second time in history 
that a member of a presidential administration was impeached after leaving office – it happened 
in the late 1960s to a member of the Grant administration, Ostrower goes over the arguments that 
it is constitutional and that it is not unconstitutional, Ostrower says most GOP voters still support 
Trump and this puts the GOP officials in an awkward situation of probably not wanting to vote 
to convict trump, it’s unknown who will inherit the Trump side of the 2021 Republican party, 
Ostrower relates how he hit a deer in Alfred, this day in history – a Vietnam Vet on the 
American side Lt Alvarez, who was shot down and captured in 1964, spent his 2000th day in 
capitivity on January 26 1970, Audie Murphy was wounded in WWII.

January 27, 2021, Steuben County District Attorney Brooks Baker

Covid 19’s effects on crime, covid’s effect on conducting courtroom cases, Baker goes over the 
current homicide cases – there are ten homicide cases right now in steuben county, Baker 
explains the ghost gun trade – where guns are put together from sold parts and how criminals in 
steuben county are getting their guns this way, the human trafficking case in county court, the 
rap sheet for the human trafficking case’s main suspect Gary Comfort Sr, who was jailed back in 
the 1980s for being the driver in a fatal shooting of a Corning police officer.  

January 28, 2021, Steuben County Sheriff Jim Allard 

225th anniversary of the Steuben County Sheriff’s Office, the law enforcement reform program, 
numerous DWI’s in Steuben County recently, ghost gun problem in Steuben County, the dwi 
crackdown coming up feb 5th-feb 8th, how the sheriff’s dept works with the Steuben County 
Council on Addictions, opiod fatality numbers for 2020, how K9 dog Knapp was given body 
armor.

January 29, 2021, Dr Robert Heineman

Impeachment of a non-office holder like president trump, senator rand paul’s move to table the 
vote, Heineman was not surprised that Mitch McConnell did not go along with the vote, will we 
see a return of the pro-war hawks in Washington with a new administration, Heineman says we 
could, Heineman disagrees with some of Biden’s executive orders.

 February 1, 2021, Joel Stauring

Hornell accountant Joel Stauring gives an explanation of the whole Gamestop situation, breaking 
down the little known terms and definitions of what happened.

February 2, 2021, Dr Gary Ostrower, Alfred Univ History Professor

Ostrower says there was no Academic All Stars when he was a young student in NJ, but that 
Alfred University had a program like that in the late 1960’s/early 1970s, how online learning is 



going at AU, the conservative media is focused on Georgia Congresswoman Marjorie Taylor 
Greene and the conservatives are paying attention to the Cuomo nursing home report from NYS 
A.G. Tish James, Ostrower says Biden is too much into executive orders as opposed to going 
through the legislative process, this day in History – 1980 ABSCAM congressional sting and the 
1943 end of the Battle of Leningrad.

February 3, 2021, Dr Nick Waddy, Alfred State College History Professor

Waddy says the Southern Poverty Law Center brands ordinary mainstream conservatives as right 
wing extremists, Waddy says Biden is doing too many Executive Orders and Biden should go 
through the regular process of passing laws with congress, Liz Cheney is heavily criticized by 
conservatives for voting to impeach Trump after Trump left office, Biden’s moratorium, this day 
in history – the 1966 Soviet Lunar landing, the 1994 Bill Clinton move to ease up on trade with 
Vietnam, 1950 arrest of Klaus Fuchs, how the media drags Joe McCarthy into every 
investigation of communism during the 50s.   

February 4, 2021, Alfred Sun Newspaper Editor Dave Snyder 

Dave recalls his late father’s life in Alfred, and how his father’s life is intertwined with Alfred 
modern history, why Dave believes in his newspaper, recent weather conditions in Alfred, how 
Alfred Univ football is coming back soon, and the sports scene at all three Alfred schools, Alfred 
State, Alfred U and Alfred Almond Central.

February 5, 2021, Alfred Univ Political Science professor emeritus dr Robert Heineman

Heineman gives an update on the impeachment process, treatment of Congresswoman Taylor 
Greene of Georgia for old digital posts, do the Dems have a mandate in 2021 – Heineman says 
no, making Washington dc into a state, Cuomo under pressure from NYS GOP about nursing 
home deaths..

Ferbruary 8, 2021, Alfred Police Chief Paul Griffith

Griffith gives an update on parking rule changes that are coming to Alfred, the police chief talks 
about covid and the police dept, and how things went when four officers got covid at the same 
time last year, Griffith talks about how the students are back in town and how there is a slight 
increase in mental health issues from cabin fever, Alfred police handle some of the calls about 
pandemic violations, Griffith talks about the new Alfred tower and how it will help with portable 
radios, Griffith talks about the training recently at Alfred state, new bail rules and how an 
assistant DA found a loophole so that suspects can be arrested and held in one type of case.



February 9, 2021, Dr Gary Ostrower, Alfred University History Professor

Ostrower says the parking changes coming to downtown Alfred are a good thing for Alfred, 
Trump’s second impeachment, what to expect in today’s impeachment hearings about Trump, 
Ostrower talks about the recent forum at Alfred Univ with Congressman Tom Reed, Reed, 
according to Ostrower, is very interested in running for governor, this day in history – the 
Normandie ship from France catches on fire in NYC. 

February 10, 2021, Arkport Central School Superintendent Jesse Harper  

Covid quarantine update from Arkport Central, remote learning at Arkport Central, how it works 
(students are issued laptops from the school) how teachers control the class, in a remote video 
learning environment, how all students miss school – not just the straight A students, athletics in 
the covid period – all students wearing masks, theater, band and other extra curricular activities, 
bids are being sent out next week on a capital project, budget vote coming up in May of this 
year.

February 11, 2021, Steuben County Sheriff Jim Allard

Sheriff Allard discusses his recent joint statement made with District Attorney Baker about the 
problems caused by bail reform, and how the bail reform laws hurt the suspects because there are 
less suspects getting into drug treatment programs.  Also discussed – the K9 units with the 
sheriff’s office, how the dogs are trained, how the K9s are used.

February 12, 2021, Dr Robert Heineman 

Update on the impeachment, there are many on both sides who want to see the end of Governor 
Cuomo’s political career. 

February 15, 2021, Shawn Hogan, Steuben Co Democrat Chair and Hornell IDA official 

Shawn notes the death of his mother Yolanda Hogan, discusses the Alstom news of Hornell 
becoming a stainless steel manufacturer at the Alstom facility, the big contract with Alstom and 
Chicago, Hogan talked about the covid funding that the Hornell IDA helped get for 22 Hornell 
businesses, the nursing home NY Post story, Hogan says there is too much partisanship in 
today’s media and political world and Hogan calls for term limits.  Hogan comments on this day 
in history, the assassination attempt of FDR in 1933.

February 16 2021, Mayor John Buckley 

Update on the winter storm that hornell has been hit by, Buckley talks about the fire that 
happened Saturday morning on Olive Place in Hornell, Buckley has a town hall coming up at 
6pm about the Bryant School sale, covid is decreasing locally, Buckley agrees with Tom Reed 
about governor’s cutting aid.



Feburary 16, 2021, Alfred Unviersity history professor Dr Gary Ostrower

Ostrower says he was not surprised at the acquittal of President Donald Trump, Ostrower says 
there will not be another impeachment, Ostrower raises the question “what will happen now to 
the Republican Party”, also, what will happen to Trump – Ostrower agrees that Trump himself 
won’t be back but his son Don Jr might be running in four years, would Jared Kushner make a 
comeback if there is a Trump Jr return to the political world, Lara Trump might run for senate in 
North Carolina, Ostrower says Trump has a cult of personality ability to sway the public, O’Neil 
the host says it’s also a rejection of globalism and free trade, Ostrower agrees with that, this day 
in history – Castro takes over Cuba in 1959 and Joe Stalin condemns the United Nations in 1951.

February 17, 2021, Alfred State History Professor Dr Nick Waddy

Waddy’s take is that the establishment’s fixation on Trump will go away, the farther we get 
away from the Trump Administration being in power, Waddy says there is danger in the 
relationship between the US and Russia, because the left has used Russia in a blame game and 
that Putin might  dislike that, Waddy agrees with John Batchelor audio that says that Trump was 
a president who respected power and tried to stay out of wars, this day in history – China invades 
Vietnam in 1979, Thomas Jefferson elected President in 1801, Jefferson’s legacy.

February 18, 2021, PCmagazine’s Eric Griffith

Eric goes over and explains recent articles he has written about tech devices that help adults with 
both babies and pets.

 February 19, 2021, State Senator Tom OMara

Omara talks about the allegations that assemblyman Ron Kim made against the governor, that 
the governor is said to have told Kim “I will destroy you” and Omara says the governor is known 
to make political threats and to bully on the phone, Omara says the state senate democrats are not 
doing anything but “talk” when it comes to taking away the governors emergency powers, 
Omara says the governor is lying when the governor says the Trump administration ordered the 
covid positive patients to go into nursing homes, Omara discusses the meeting between Cuomos 
secretary and the democrats about the nursing home scandal.

February 19 2021, Dr Robert Heineman

The possible impeachment of governor Cuomo and the process of how that would happen if it 
does, the major loss to radio and conservatism with the death of Rush Limbaugh, Biden is more 
of a drone guy than a war guy.



February 22, 2021, Hornell School Superintendent Jeremy Palotti

Sports season going very well so far for high school basketball in Hornell, the Reopen Bryant 
School letter that came out earlier this month, the zoom meeting last week about the Bryant 
School Sale, Palotti goes over the timeline for plans for the potential sale of the school, and 
explains how bussing would be affected (not much) by selling the school, also, Palotti says the 
school would be sold if the voters approve it, to Park Grove Realty and they’d turn it into 
apartment housing, Covid has affected the bussing situation in Hornell.

February 23, 2021, Alfred University History Professor Dr Gary Ostrower

Merrick Garland hearings, Ostrower says that Cuomo is his own worst enemy, who will Biden 
pick for the Supreme Court when the time comes – Ostrower is not sure at this point, this day in 
history – the US Flag is raised in Iwo Jima in 1945, in 1943 the Casserine Pass in Tunisia.

February 24, 2021, North Hornell Mayor John Falci

North Hornell is bringing back the Police Dept, will back off on using the sheriff’s dept as such,  
hotlines for code red and pothole hotline.

February 25, 2021, State Senator Tom O’Mara

O’Mara predicts State Health Commissioner Dr Howard Zucker will likely pull a no-show at 
today’s budget hearing where Zucker is scheduled to speak, O’Mara says the recent accusations 
against Governor Andrew Cuomo being a bully and harassing employees are not surprising 
allegations to anyone in Albany who is in the loop, O’Mara says he doubts that there will be a 
primary between Congressman Lee Zeldin and Congressman Tom Reed in the GOP’s race for 
governor (both want to run for governor). 

February 26, 2021, Dr Robert Heineman, political science professor emiertus Alfred Univ

Governor Cuomo’s political future at this point does not look too hopeful, potential opponents 
who could run against Cuomo, Biden’s nominations – some will run into trouble, what will the 
effects be of the ruling about Trump’s taxes by the court, neo-cons like Liz Cheney dislike 
Trump and most conservatives dislike Cheney.

March 1, 2021, Assemblyman Phil Palmesano

Palmesano says the focus of the hearings last week was the nursing home deaths, and the reason 
for that is, the state health commissioner avoided appearing before the legislature until last 
week’s hearing, Palmesano says the state still needs a DOJ/FBI investigation, a State AG - 
special prosecutor and bipartisan hearings/investigation with subpoena power.



3) 2 sexual harassment claims. And bow he handles this week/weekebd - went from attacking 
first women- Lindsey Boylan. Then how he handled things with the two accusers.

March 2, 2021, Dr Gary Ostrower, Alfred University History Professor  

The death of Dr Dennis Deperro at St Bonaventure, Cuomo Administration is falling apart, 
Biden’s foreign policy Afghanistan, the missile strike in Iran, Biden’s foreign policy in Iran and 
Saudi Arabia, Brexit, CPAC—and the fact that 55% of them said they hope Trump becomes the 
Republican candidate for president in 2024, this day in history, congress passes a law to ban the 
slave trade in 1807.

 March 3, 2021, Dr Nick Waddy, Alfred State History Professor

Waddy’s thoughts on CPAC, cancel culture and a SUNY Geneseo student named Steven Owens, 
who was removed from being an education major for saying “a man is a man and a woman is a 
woman” in an online video, this day in history – the Ho Chi Min trail begins to be used in 1965, 
in 1967 RFK Sr comes up with a plan to remove US troops from Vietnam, no communists 
allowed to teach back in 1952.

March 4, 2021, Assemblywoman Marjorie Byrnes

Byrnes addresses the ongoing controversy in Albany politics about the governor’s emergency 
powers: the Assembly speaker says the state legislature is taking the emergency powers away, 
the governor is fighting to keep the emergency powers going, the assembly speaker contradicts 
the governor for saying the emergency powers will continue, Byrnes says Heastie is not as tough 
on Cuomo as Heastie is pretending to be, Byrnes says the sexual harassment allegations are 
serious.

March 4, 2021, Former Hornell School Board member Judy Rose

Rose raises numerous questions about the Bryant School sale: will Park Grove Realty be given a 
PILOT deal, will the playground continue to exist, why is the school being sold for $500,000 as 
Judy Rose maintains the school could have gotten more $ out of the deal from Park Grove.

March 5, 2021, Hornell School Superintendent Jeremy Palotti

Palotti is pleased that the sports teams are doing so well, returning to class on March 16th the 
whole school will be back in the building, school budget update, Palotti responds to what Judy 
Rose said on March 4th, about the number $500,000 not being a good price to sell the school at, 
and that there will likely be a playground for the community in the Bryant school area, no PILOT 
deal.  



March 6, 2021, Alfred Univ Political Science Prof Emeritus, Dr Robert Heineman

Heineman talks about the growing number of allegations against Governor Andrew Cuomo and 
the political possibilities for Cuomo, also goes over his thoughts on Biden’s Administration so 
far, just  several weeks into the new president’s run.

March 8, 2021, Tom Osborne

The former ABC TV reporter talks about his new book that’s coming out about Peter Jennings, 
Osborne discusses his office work and on-air work with Jennings, Jenning’s relationship with 
Walter Kronkite, David Brinkley, Tom Brokaw and Dan Rather, and Jenning’s work at ABC, big 
stories that Jennings broke are also covered.

March 9, 2021, Alfred Univ History Professor Dr Gary Ostrower

Ostrower says Cuomo’s real problem is he has very few friends at the state capital now, not that 
both parties are against him, Cuomo is hoping the accusations will go away eventually, Ostrower 
says the allegations against the Royal family by Meghan Markle is the biggest crisis the Royals 
have dealt with in 100 years, Ostrower notes that former President Trump made a statement 
against RINOs, this day in history: Supreme Court Decision in 1852 about freeing slaves on the 
Amistad slave ship, 1918 bolsheviks change name to communist party, firebombing of Tokyo in 
1945.

March 10, 2021, Canisteo-Greenwood School Superintendent Tom Crook

Canisteo-greenwood boys and girls sports are going well, Crook has nothing but great things to 
say about the teachers who’ve worked through the Covid, C.G. is back to school for 4 days a 
week Mon-Thur, it’s easier for smaller schools to deal with the panemic than it is larger schools, 
BOCES students and staff are managing well too.

March 11, 2021, Steuben County GOP Chairman Joe Sempolinski

Sempolinski discusses the latest allegations against Governor Cuomo, Sempolinski says he’d like 
to see Congressman Tom Reed run for governor, Sempolinski believes that out of the four 
interested Republicans – Reed, Congressman Lee Zeldin, Mark Molinaro and Rob Astorino, that 
Reed has the most name recognition, the Problem Solvers Caucus amendment rejected by 
Senator Schumer and Speaker Pelosi, Sempolinski discusses the 2024 presidential possibilities.

March 12, 2021, Assemblyman Joe Giglio

Giglio goes over the latest allegations against Governor Cuomo, talks about the process of 
possibly removing Cuomo from office, and what it would be like if the governor leaves and a left 
winger from NYC takes over eventually.



March 12, 2021, Dr Robert Heineman

Dr Heineman gives his review of President Biden’s speech from last night, Heineman says it was 
too filled with empty platitudes and not enough substance, Heineman questions how Biden’s 
medical situation is and how “with it” Biden really is, Heineman disregards the idea that some 
conservatives have that the plan all along is to put VP Kamala Harris into power, Heineman says 
that a lot of the latest stimulus bill is pork-filled and loaded with $ for special interests, and 
Heineman talks about the possibility that things will get more left wing if Cuomo is driven out, 
because ultimately the power will go to a far-left politician from NYC.

March 15, 2021, Assemblyman Phil Palmesano

The St Bonaventure basketball victory yesterday, the WAPO story on the vaccine czar calling to 
see who supports the governor, accuser #7 steps forward against the governor, Palmesano says 
the NYC Dems who could take power after Hochul would be as bad or worse than Cuomo, 
Hochul would be a relief, Reed could win too.

March 16, 2021, Dr Gary Ostrower, longtime Alfred University history professor

Bonaventure’s big victory last Sunday over VCU and the upcoming game on Saturday with 
LSU, the vaccines that Dr Ostrower has taken, how different demographic groups don’t want the 
vaccine – a view which Ostrower disagrees with, this day in history the Mai Lai massacre, what 
Vietnam Veterans say in Ostrower’s class about the Vietnam War, recollections of what other 
students from other wars have said in class, the end of Iwo Jima in WWII.

March 17, 2021, Dr Nick Waddy, Alfred State College History Professor

Waddy defends Tucker Carlson from the Pentagon officials, Waddy says the military should not 
weigh in on what commentators say, Waddy is not supportive of the stimulus checks, things the 
Dems want to pass in the next two years, Waddy predicts the Dems will lose the house in two 
years, the return of former VP Mike Pence, governors in trouble  in California and New York 
State, this day in history events: the Czar steps down, Hitler breaks the WWI Versailles treaty. 

March 18, 2021, State Senator George Borrello 

Borrello says Assembly Speaker Carl Heastie is in a tough political situation with the audio of 
his private meeting with Dems being leaked to the media, Borrello agrees with the NY Post story 
that says Albany Democrats want to raise taxes after a bailout that came up from Washington 
DC, Borrello is objecting to the prison closures, Borrello says that the Raise The Age law was 
badly handled and has caused problems and big crimes, Borrello wants the state Senate’s aging 
committee to subpeaona the governor about his book and the nursing home death data.



March 19, 2021, Dr Robert Heineman, Alfred University Political Science Professor 
Emeritus

Dr Heineman gives a long explanation of the history and process of the filibuster, then discusses 
the advantages of a representative republic vs a direct democracy.

March 22, 2021, Assemblyman Phil Palmesano

Palmesano talks about Reed’s announcement that Reed is not running again, high school 
basketball and football (high risk sports) are back, social distancing is now three feet instead of 
six feet, palmesano says that the national education dept is wrong to push for standardized testing 
during covid, the state legislature was just given billions of dollars from Washington dc and the 
state legislature still wants to increase taxes greatly in NYS, the wealthy are going to leave in 
droves because taxes are going to go way up.

March 23, 2021, Dr Gary Ostrower, Alfred University History Professor

Lobbyist Michael Caputo is urging Congress to investigate Tom Reed, Ostrower does not think 
that anyone but Lt Governor Kathy Hochul will be the successor to governor Cuomo, Ostrower 
says there should be reasonable gun control because of incidents like yesterday’s mass shooting 
in Boulder Colorado, Ostrower talks about Biden’s proposed spending which Ostrower does not 
completely agree with, Ostrower cannot believe that the defense attorney for Sidney Powell is 
saying that Powell should not have been taken seriously, this day in history in 1944 the Nazis kill 
Italian civilians as revenge for Partisan strikes against the Nazis, also in this day in history events 
Ostrower discusses the founding of the Fascist Party by Musslolini. 

March 24, 2021, Hornell Mayor John Buckley

Stimulus $ coming in from Washington DC and how it will impact/affect Hornell, the Hornell 
budget, the state budget, Alstom and the Metra contract out of Chicago, Covid numbers are 
lessening in Hornell, calls for gun control which Buckley disagrees with, Buckley talks about 
how great NYCOM – the New York Conference of Mayors – is for him, as a mayor.

March 25, 2021, Alfred Police Chief Paul Griffith

The new parking system rules for Alfred, how everyone from the students to the senior citizens 
are adjusting to it, the police reform meeting held Tuesday night by Alfred Village Hall and 
Griffith’s thoughts on having a civilian review panel to look into complaints, bail reform and it’s 
current affects on Alfred police work.



March 26, 2021, Alfred Univ Political Science Professor Dr Robert Heineman

Possible GOP candidates to run for Tom Reed’s seat, redistricting of Reed’s seat, Cuomo’s 
opponents left and right, Biden’s first presser. 

March 29, 2021, Assemblywoman Marjorie Byrnes

The NY Post story about Steuben County officials complaining that they were ignored by the 
NYSDOH when the county asked for Covid tests a year ago when the pandemic was first 
starting, Byrnes is opposed to legalizing marijuana, Byrnes says the biggest thing to come out of 
the upcoming budget is that there will be huge tax increases.

March 30, 2021, Richard Stewart

Longtime local resident Richard Stewart, talks about his years doing merchant marine work, and 
discusses the ship from Asia that was temporarily and recently stuck in the Suez Canal, a place 
where Richard Stewart is very familiar with.  Stewart says that the mainstream media lacked a 
basic understanding of the Suez Canal and how to transit through it.

March 30, 2021, Dr Gary Ostrower

Ostrower talks about this day in history – the Reagan assassination attempt in 1981 and his 
recollections of that day, also on this day in history – the bombing in Saigon, covid is on the rise 
again, the recently passed Georgia voting laws, back to this day in history 1855 the War in 
Kansas, 1948 former VP Henry Wallace criticizes then President Harry Truman for Truman’s 
cold war policies.

March 31, 2021, Dr. Nick Waddy

In reacting to audio clips from a recent John Batchelor Show, Waddy says Biden will be hard on 
the coal industry and will ignore the fact that China uses much coal for energy, also Waddy says 
Batchelor is correct about the China fleets coming into the Phillopines area, this day in history: 
The building of the Eiffle Tower, Spain expels Jewish people, the Warsaw Pact ends, and Waddy 
says that most people in the UK like socialized medicine there.


